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This paper consists of three chapters. In Chap. I, using a
modification of Weil's theorem on invariant measures on groups, we
shall give another proof of non-existence of translationally quasiinvariant measure on infinite dimensional vector spaces, which was
firstly proved by Sudakov [6]. In Chap. II, we shall prove Minlos'
theorem for nuclear spaces. The original Minlos' theorem [10]
required more restrictions, but actually only the nuclearity condition
is necessary. In Chap. Ill, we shall discuss infinite dimensional
Gaussian measures, and prove that we can characterize a rotationally
invariant measure as a superposition of Gaussian ones. For this
fact, infinite dimensionality is essential. Some applications are
stated in "Introduction".
Introduction

1. In the theory of probability and the functional analysis, we are
often confronted with a measure on an infinite dimensional,
topological vector space (especially on a function space). In case
of the product space R°° of real lines J?1, a way to construct a
measure was given by Kolmogorov. However, in case of a function space, we find different situations. For instance, Gaussian
measures can not be constructed in anyway on the Hilbert space.
Generally speaking, except on the dual space of a nuclear space,
a finitely additive measure defined on the family of all finite
dimensional Borel cylinders, can not always be extended to a
completely additive one (Minlos' theorem).
Therefore, if we want to use measures in connection with
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the Hilbert space, we should consider a nuclear space L imbedded
continuously in the Hilbert space, and construct measures on its
dual space L*.
2. On a finite dimensional vector space, the Lebesgue measure is
characterized uniquely (modulo equivalence of absolute continuity
with each other) as a translationally quasi-in variant one. Thus a
question arises. On an infinite dimensional space also, does there
exist a measure which is analogous to the Lebesgqe measure in
some sense? The answer is negative. We can prove the nonexistence of measures quasi-invariant under all translations (Chap.
I), while if we consider only those translations which are defined
by the elements of a suitable dense subspace (for example, LcL*),
then there exist continuously many quasi-invariant measures which
are not equivalent to each other.
However, under the condition that a measure should be
rotationally invariant, we find that the only possible one is a
superposition of Gaussian measures (§ 21).
By this reason, it seems that Gaussian measures will play a
leading role among infinite dimensional measures. Gaussian
measures are also translationally quasi-invariant in the above
mentioned sense. But we do not yet know whether there exists
or not any translationally quasi-invariant measure which is essentially different from Gaussian ones.
3. One of the theories in which we need a measure on a function
space, is the theory of stochastic processes. For instance, we
consider the measure of Brownian motions (Wiener measure) on
the family of all continuous functions which start from the origin,
or in the differentiated form, Gaussian measure on the family of
derivatives of all continuous functions. In usual, we constructed
such a measure on a suitable function space case by case. But,
according to the general theory, we can construct a measure ^ on
the dual space L* of a nuclear space L, and if necessary, we shall
restrict it to a subspace of Z,*, by checking the carrier of ^ and
the measurability of the subspace. Practically, it seem? to be
sufficient to discuss the case that L = (y] or (3)) (Schwartz's function
spaces), so that L* = (3") or (3)0,
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We hope that in the near future, we shall have systematic
treatments of infinite dimensional measures along this line.
4. Next in the branch of the functional analysis, using these measures we can define integrals and hence L2-spaces over a function
space. Such L2-spaces are important for the representations of
some groups.
For instance, consider the representation of the commutation
relations in quantum mechanics. For a system of particles, we
have the commutation relations between their momentum operators Pi and position operators Q,- such that ;
[0,, P/] = ifiStj,

[Q,, Qi] = [P,, Pi] = 0 .

By these relations, Pj and Qj are uniquely (up to unitary
equivalence) determined as the Schrodinger operators on L2(Rn) ;
p.;

Q/:<p(x) ->

xj<p(x).

But in case of a Boson field, we have different situations.
Namely, between the operator densities which depend on a real
parameter X, the commutation relations are written symbolically as
[Ox , Px']

= «8(\

~ X')>

[Ox , Ox']

= C^Px , Px']

= 0;

rigorously speaking, these relations are to be formulated as

where P(<p), Q((p) are operators pararretrized with an element of

cn

Then, our problem is to realize such P(<p) and Q(<p) as
operators on the space L2(5T) of all square integrable functionals
on (if'). Though such P(<p) and Q(<p) can be regarded as the infinite
dimensional Schrodinger operators, they are realized in continuously many ways. (Segal [1], [2] Fukutome [3]). This results
from the fact that (5fx) has no "Lebesgue measure" but continuously
many (^)-quasi -invariant measures,
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In addition, an irreducible representation of P(cp) and Q(cp)
corresponds to an (^)-ergodic measure on (#")> an(i hence the
irreducible decomposition of a representation corresponds to the
ergodic decomposition of a measure.
For another example, using the L2-space with respect to an
infinite dimensional Gaussian measure, we can represent the infinite
dimensional rotation group. The author will discuss it in another
paper.
5. We shall discuss the non-existence of translationally quasiinvariant measure in Chap. I,
Minlos' theorem in Chap. II, and
Gaussian measures and the characterization of rotationally
invariant measures in Chap. III.

Chapter I. Quasl-invariance and ergodicity
Contents : (1) Definitions and some properties of quasi-invariance and ergodicity.
(2) Non-existence of translationally quasi-invariant Borel measure on a
locally convex infinite dimensional rector space.

§ 1. Quasi-invariance and ergodicity
Let X be a set, SB be a o—ring which consists of subsets of X>
JUL be a measure defined on S3, and G be an onto and one-to-one
transformation group on X. We suppose that S3 is G-stable, i. e.,
Definition 1. 1. We define the transformed measure rgiJb of ^ by
the relation: rg^(E} = j^(gE) for all EeSB.
Definition 1. 2.
1) We say that //, is G-invariant, if rg/LL = //, for all g^G.
2) We say that p is G-quasi-invariant, if rgjLL<iuL for all g^G.
Here, ^<jJL2 means that /^ is absolutely continuous with respect
to fjbz. If ^^^
and //, 2 <^i, we say that /^ is equivalent with /^ 2 ,
and denote this by ^l^^2.
Evidently, any G-invariaut measure is G-quasi-invariant. If ^
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is equivalent with a G-quasi -in variant measure //, then //, itself is
G-quasi-invariant. Therefore any o—finite and G-invariant measure
fjb is equivalent with a finite and G-quasi-invariant measure ///. Any
linear combination with positive coefficients of G-quasi-inv. (or Ginv.) measures is G-quasi-inv. (or G-inv.), so that minimal measures
are worth special interest.
Definition 1. 3, We say that ^(^0) is G-ergodic, if & is minimal
among G-quasi-inv. measures, i. e., the following two conditions are
satisfied ;
1) //, is G-quasi-inv., and
2) for any G-quasi-inv. measure ^', the relation ///<//, implies
^' = 0 or H!~IL.
Then, a question arises : "Can any G-quasi-inv. measure be
decomposed as a sum of G-ergodic measures?" This question has
not been answered up to the present except some special cases, and
we shall not discuss this problem in detail, (c. f . Hopf : [4],
Neumann : [5])
Proposition 1. 1. Let //, be a G-quasi-inv. measure, and consider
the following four statements :
(1) For any G-quasi-inv. measure //, the relation ^</UL
implies ^' = 0 or p,1^^.
(2) For any ^-measurable set E, the relation E=gE for all
g^G implies that £=$ or E=X (modulo ^-null sets).
(3) For any ^-measurable function <p(x\ the relation <p(x)
= (p(gx) for all g^G implies that (p( x) = constant for ^-almost all x.
(4) For any ^-measurable set E, if ^(E)>0f there exists a
sequence {gn} cG such that X= \J gkE (modulo n-nullsets).
k=i
Then, (4) is sufficient for (1), and (1) is sufficient for (2), while (2)
and (3) are equivalent.
Proposition 1. 1/* Let ^ be a G-quasi-inv. measure, and the space
LKX) of all jub-square summable functions be separable. Then the
four statements of the previous proposition are equivalent with each
other.
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Therefore, if L£(X) is separable, any of the four statements of
Prop. 1. 1 can be regarded as the definition of ergodicity0 (c. f.
Hopf : [4])
§ 2. The case of vector space

From now on, let us suppose that X is a real vector space, and
that S3 satisfies the following two conditions :
a) For any E^$B and x<=X, E+x belongs to S3.
b) For any J3eS3 and real X4=0, \E belongs to S3.
However, a set which consists from one point does not always
belong to S3.
The translation ty\ X^x->x+y^X is an onto and one-to-one
transformation on X. If F is a subspace of X, {ty\y^X} forms a
group, which we identify with F So, following the previous section,
we can define F-invariance, F-quasi-invariance, and F-ergodicity
for measures on X.
Let X' be the algebraic dual space of X and R be a subspace
of X'. For any fe/? and real a, consider the subset of X;
Let S3^ be the smallest a— ring which contains all Ea^.
Evidently, S3^ satisfies the conditions a) and b) of this sectionNow, suppose that a triplet {X, S3, p} is given and that S3 ID S3 ^
If we restrict p on S3# , we get a measure //,#( = //, S3^). Though p,R
is a measure on X, it can also be regarded as a measure on the
factor space XjRL. Namely, let qpR be the natural homomorphism
of X onto X/R^, and put
then defining JIR by f&R(E) = fLR(<pR\E)), we can see easily that ~jj,R
is a measure on S3^. If //, is G-quasi-inv., ^R is also G-quasi-inv.
Moreover under the condition: "x— y^R± implies gx—gy^R1- for
all ^eG" G can be regarded as a transformation group on XjR1-,
Then, G-quasi- in variance of p. implies that of JZR.
(Note : In case of the translation group (G= F), this condition
is fulfilled.)
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A condition for absolute continuity

la this section, we shall give a sufficient condition for absolute
continuity of measures defined on ^8RJ supposing that R is weakly
separable.
Proposition 3, 1. Suppose that {Rn} is an increasing sequence of
finite dimensional subspaces of R such that \J Rn is weakly dense in R.
Then, for any finite measure p defined on 5&R and for E<=5BR, we have
Here, Q means the symmetric

difference,

Proof. Let SI be the family of all E which satisfy the condition (1). Evidently, §1 is a cr-ring, and Ea>^={x %(x)>a} belongs
to SI for any ^R and real a. So, SIz)^. (q. e. d.)
Proposition 3» 1'. Let L^(X) be the space of all ^-square summable functions defined on X, and {Rn} be of the same meaning in
Prop. 3. 1. Denoting p %5Rn by /uun (instead of vRn), we can see easily
that Lpn(X) is a closed subspace of L^(X), and that \J L%n(X) is dense
in Ll(X).
Proof. This proposition is merely another expression of Prop.
3. 1. as a statement on the L2-space.
Corollary* Suppose that a triplet {X, %5R, JUL} is given. If R
is weakly separable, then L*(X) is also separable, so that the four
statements in Prop. 1. 1 about ergodicity are equivalent with each other.
Proposition 3. 2, Suppose that R is weakly separable, and that
two finite measures JJL and p! are given on %3R . For absolute continuity
of IJL' with respect to //,, it is necessary and sufficient that (using the
notation of {Rn} in Prop. 3. 1) the following two conditions are
fulfilled :
a)

V

n\

[Jin<Vn

b) putting -^(x) = pn(x\ {Vpn(x}}
diLn
in Ll(X\

forms a Cauchy sequence
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Proof of Sufficiency. Since LftX) is complete, the Cauchy
sequence {Vpn(x}} has a limit g(x). Now, for any E^&Rm and
n^m, we have
pf(E) = \ dfjifn(x) = ( Pn(x)dpJn(x) = (
JE
JE
JE

Pn(x)dfi,(x)

= <CEV^, CEV~^> .- -. <CEg, Csg\
(n-*oo)

= \ \g(x)
JE

(Here, CB(x) means the indicator function of the set E.) So, if we
define //' as dp"=\g(x)\*dn, then //(£) = /*"(£) for vE^\J^
Rm.
m
From this, we get / u, / =/^ // on $5R in virtue of Prop. 3.1.
Proof of Necessity.
Putting J4jfL(x)=g(x\
V a IJL

Evidently, the condition a) is necessary.
we shall show that Vpn(x)-*g(x)

in L£(X).

At first, we decompose g(x) orthogonally with respect to
( = Mn) i.e..
g(x) = g?(x) + g?(x)

where g™^Mn,

L^n(X)

g™t=M±.

It is easy to see that g™(x)^Q and ^^ 2) (^)^0. Since Prop. 3. 17
assures g™->g and g(n^-^0 respectively in L*(X), if we prove the
inequality ;
v

n; HVp^-^IU^li^lU

(2)

then it is evident that \/p^->£ in L$(X).
Proof of the Inequality (2) Let h(x) be any SS^-measurable
and bounded function, then

.

(3)

Since h(x) is also 35^-measurable, we have

(x)d^(x) = j h(x)dp/(x) = J

h(x)(g(x)Jdn(x)
, g^\

because hg^^Mn and g™^M£.

,

( 4)

Comparing (3) with (4), we can
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conclude that if h(x)^Q, then <h\/'pn, Vp^>^(hg£\ g^y?,, so that
\/pn(x] ^gn\x)

for

/^-almost all x.

(5)

Again from (3) and (4), letting A(#) = l, we get

J w*) ~ (g?\*yr} dp(x) = \\g^\\i

(6 ),

but the inequalities (5) and g™(x)^Q enable us to estimate as
P.W-tei1^*)^
so that the equality (6) induces the inequality : \\V^-gn'\\^\\^\\gn'\\l
which we have wanted to prove, (q. e. d.)
§ 4. Uniqueness of X-quasi-invariant measure.

Proposition 4, 1. Suppose that a a— ring S3 of subsets of X
satisfies the following condition :
(x, y) -> x+y
is a ^-measurable mapping,
i.e. for any EeS3, {(x, y}\
Then, any two measures fj,19 ^2 which are a—finite and X-quasi-inv.
on S3 are equivalent with each other.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that both
p&! and />62 are finite. For any Ee33, we calculate the following
double integral :

Since I=\fjLl(E—y)dfjb2(y)=

[^(E—x^dfL^x)

from Fubini's theo-

rem, keeping the X-quasi-invariance of /^ and JJLZ in mind, we can
see that /A1(£) = 0 implies 7=0 and thus fj,2(E) = 0. (q. e. d.)
Corollary. Suppose that S3 satisfies the condition in Prop. 4. 1
and that a measure p defined on S3 is a—finite and X-quasi-inv.
Then p, is quasi-inv. also with respect to homotheties. Namely, defining
the expanded measure rx^ by the relation: "rx //,(£) = jj,(\E) for all
3", we have T X/ U— p for any X>0.
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Proof . Since TX/^ is JT-quasi-inv., Prop. 4. 1 assures that
It is well known that if X is finite dimensional, the condition
in Prop. 4 1 is fulfilled for the family of all Borel sets. Even in
case of infinite dimension, this condition is fulfilled for %5R provided
that R is a finite dimensional subspace of X', because 23^ can be
identified with %$R as seen in §2.
For ^-dimensional vector space Rn, we know that the Lebesgue
measure is ^-invariant. Hence any a— finite and J?w-quasi-in variant
measure //, is equivalent with the Lebesgue measure. Namely, it is
written as dp=f(x)dx, where dx means the Lebesgue measure and
f ( x ) is a Baire function such as ()</(#)< °° for almost all x. From
this we get

Hence the following proposition ;
Proposition 40 20 // R is a finite dimensional subspace of X',
then for any a— finite and X-quasi-invariant measure /-& on $BR the
density function

Ty
^(x) = p(y> x) is %$RX$$R-measurable as a function
djjb

of two variables.
§ 5o Measurability of density function
Proposition 5e 1. If R ( d X f ) is weakly separable and if a mesure
Ty
^ (x)
djm
= p(y, x) is ^&Rx^&R-measurable as a function of two variables (with
a suitable modification on a nX^-null set).

li on 35R is finite and X-quasi-invariant, the density function

Proof 8 The density function p(y, x) is necessarily SB^-measurable as a function of x for any fixed y. Let {Rn} be of the same
meaning in Prop. 3. 1, then by Prop. 3.2, putting

dryp>n

dfjLn

-(x) = pn(y, x\

{^/Pn(y> ^)] converges to Vp(y, x) in L*(X) for any fixed y.
As seen in Prop. 4.2, each Vpn(y,x) is %5R x 33^-measurable.
Moreover we can see easily that

= \\VpJiy, x)-\/pm(y, ^)
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thus they are uniformly bounded as functions of y. Hence
Lebesgue's theorem is applicable and it shows us that {Vpn(y, x)}
forms a Cauchy sequence in L^^Xx X} as functions of two variables. Let g(y, x) be the limit function of this Cauchy sequence.
Then, a suitable subsequence of {\/pH(y, x)} converges to g(y, x)
for fj, x ^-almost all (y, x). From this, we see that g(y, x)= Vp(y, x)
and hence p(y, x) = (g(y, x))2 for //, x //--almost all (y, x). (q. e. d.)
§ 6. Construction of JT-invariant measure
In general, we can not say whether a given G-quasi-inv. measure n has or has not an equivalent G-inv. measure. But if G=X
and if p, is a a— finite measure on 3B^ where R is weakly separable,
the answer is positive.
Proposition 6-1. // R(^X'} is weakly separable, then 35^
satisfies the condition in Prop. 4. 1, namely the mapping: (x, y)-*x-\-y
is a %$R-measurable mapping.
Proof. In case of a finite dimensional R, we have seen in §4
that this proposition is true. For an infinite dimensional R, we can
prove it in a similar way as in the proof of Prop. 3. 1.
Proposition 6. 2. For a triplet {X, S3, //,} , assume the following
three conditions :
1) (x9y)-^x+y is a ^-measurable mapping,
2) fjb is a—finite and X-quasi-invarianty
3) the density function p(y, x) is 95 x ^-measurable (with a modification on a jULXju-null set).
Then, we can construct an X-invarianty a-finite measure //,0 which
is equivalent with //,.
Proof . The density function p(y, x) satisfies the functional
equation ;
p(y + z, x) = p(y, x + z)P(z, x)
(for all y, z^X

and for /^-almost all x)

Except on a //-X^-null set, p(y, x) is equal to SB x 33-measurable
function p(y, x), hence
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p(y+z, x) = p(y, x + z)p(z, x)
and 0<p(y, #)<oo

(for //, x //, x /^-almost all (z, y, x)\
(for ^ x /^-almost all (.y, #)).

Therefore, there exists x0^.X such that
#0)

(for ^x^-almost all (y, z}\
(f°r ^-almost all jy).

Then p(y— x0, x0) = f ( y ) is S5-measurable, 0</(j)<oo for palmost all jy, and /3(.y, ^)^--

for p X /^-almost all (j, 2).
/(*)
Put -^-^d^y) as d^Q(y\ then ^0 is cr-j&mte and ^-~AV More-

over, for //--almost all jy,

Thus /AO is invariant under /^-almost all translations. From this
we see that ^ is X-in variant as shown below. Put
Y= {y^X\ryiJLQ= ^0} ,
then i) Y forms an additive group, and ii) ^Ze33; jm(Z} = 0 and
X=YUZ. Assume that Y3=X, then 3x^X; (Y+x)ftY=<l>, hence
Y+xdZ so that FcZ-^:, and X=(Z-x)\jZ. Thus, since /^ is Xquasi-inv., p(X) must be zero which is a contradiction, (q. e. d.)
§ 79 Non-existence of X-quasi-invariant measure

As last, we have reached the main theorem of this chapter.
Theorem. On a locally convex, infinite dimensional, topological
vector space X, there does not exist any Borel measure which is a-finite
and X-quasi-invariant.
This theorem was proved by Sudakov, (c. f . Sudakov : [6]) but
here we shall prove it in connexion with Weil's theorem.
For a locally convex, infinite dimensional, topological vector
space X, its topological dual space X* is also infinite dimensional.
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And with respect to Borel measure, any linear continuous function
on X is measurable. So that, the following proposition is sufficient
for the theorem.
Proposition 7. 1. There exist no triplet {X, 33 ,/4 such that ;
i) ^ is o— finite and X-quasi-invarianty
ii) 33 ID 33^ for some infinite dimensional subspace R of Xf,
Proof. Assuming the existence of such a triplet, we shall show
a contradiction occurs.
R contains a subspace Rx which is algebraically countable
dimensional. Evidently 33^:333^. Putting ^133^ = ^, ^ is an Xquasi-inv. measure defined on 33^, thus Prop. 5.1, 6.1, and 6.2
assure the existence of a measure ^0 which is o—finite, X-invariant
and //,0— fr on 33^.
As seen in §2, /x0 can be identified with a measure 7/-0 on the
factor space X/Ri.
Then X/Ri is infinite dimensional, and P0 is
X/R ^--invariant.
From a general theory on topological vector spaces, we know
that any locally precompact topological vector space is finite dimensional. So that we can reach a wanted contradiction, if X/Rr
becomes locally precompact with some topology. In order to construct such a topology, we use Weil's theorem, (c. f . : Weil [7]).
At first, we formulate it for an additive group.
Proposition 7. 2. (Weil's theorem) Let X be an additive group
and suppose that a triplet {X, 33, /^} satisfies the following conditions.
i) fjL is o—finite and X-invariant,
ii) (x,y)-*x — y is a ^-measurable mapping,
iv)
Then, with some topology, X becomes a locally precompact topological
group.

Though we omit the proof here, we shall mention how to construct such a topology (Weil topology). Define a family N of
subsets of X by :
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where
Then, choosing N as a base of the system of neighbourhoods of 0,
we define Weil topology,, With respect to this topology, (x, y}-^x—y
is continuous, and some precompact sets belong to N. Putting
A={E—E\E^$$, 0<jLt(E)<oo}, A becomes another base of the
system of neighbourhoods of 0 in Weil topology.
This Weil's theorem is kept valid for vector spaces with a few
modifications.
Proposition 7. 2'. Let X be a real vector space and suppose that
a triplet {X, 33, p} satisfies the following conditions,
i) fL is a— finite and X-invariant,
ii) (x, y)->x+y is ^-measurable,
ii)' x->\x is ^-measurable for real
iii)
iv)
Then, using NSjB of the previous proposition, if we define as
MS E= \J \NS E and M= {Ms E], then M becomes a base of the system
ogx^i

of neighbourhoods of 0 in some topology which is compatible with
algebraical structure of X and makes X locally precompact,
Proof. We can see easily that M defines a topology which is
weaker than Weil topology. We call this topology as Jf-topology.
It fulfills the axiom of separation in virtue of the stronger condition iv).
The continuity of addition of two vectors with respect to Mtop. can be checked easily. Thus we should prove only the continuity of scalar multiplications, for which the following three
conditions are sufficient, (c. f . Bourbaki ; "Espaces vectoriels topologiques" page 7)

a) MeEM=^|x|:Sl; xAfcAf.
b) F MeM; M is absorbing, namely \J\M=X,
o<\

c)
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a) is evident from the definition of MS>E and the symmetricity of
NtiE.
At next, we can show b) is satisfied even for N. Suppose that
N^N and \J\N3=X. From the equivalence of N and A, we have
0<A

, 0< /J 6(jE)<oo ; E-EdN.

Thus x&\J\N implies (E+\#)n
0<A

'#) = <£ for X=f=\', Being ^(E}>Q, this is a contradiction against
the cr-finiteness of ^.
c) is proved also using the equivalence of N and A, and the fact
that A4E)>0^/*(XE)>0.
Finally, we shall show that X is locally precompact with respect
to Jf-topology. From Weil's theorem, some N(^N) is precompact
with respect to Weil top., hence also with respect to Jf-top. Thus
M= \J \N is precompact with respect to M-top., for it is a conO^A.^1

tinuous image of [0, 1] x N. It shows us the local precompactness
of X. (q. e. d.)
We shall return to the proof of Prop. 7.1, Since R^dR} is
algebraically countable dimensional, the triplet {X/R?, 33^, P0}
evidently fulfills the conditions i)—iv) of Prop. 1.2'. Thus X/Ri
becomes a locally precompact vector space with some topology.
This contradicts against the infinite dimensionality of X/R£, so that
Prop. 7.1, hence the main theorem also, has been proved.

Chapter II.

Minlos9 theorem

Contents: Let j(<f) be a positive definite function defined on a real topological vector
space L. In order that there exists corresponding meastre ju, on the dual
space L*, the continuity of %(^ is
a) recessary, if L is metrizable,
b) sufficient, if L is nuclear.

§8.

Measure—>Characteristic function

Let L be a real topological vector space, and L* be its dual
space. Following § 2, we can define the o—ring 33^ of subsets of L*,
regarding L as a subspace of L**, Then, for any f eL, %(x) is a
33L-measurable function.
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For a finite measure //, on %$L, we define the
function %(£) of //, as follows :

characteristic

(1)

Proposition 8. 1. Properties of the characteristic function.
1) %(£) zs positive definite on L ; namely for any finite set
of complex numbers, and for any finite subset {^} of L,
», y

2) X(0) = M£*)
3) // ^ sequence {£ J converges to 0 weakly, then %(£n) converges
to fjb(L*)a Namely, %(f ) zs weakly sequentially continuous.

Proof,

1) The left hand side of (2) can be written as
( I] ay exp (/?y(*)) 1 2 drix),

J

2) is evident.

y

so that

^ 0.

3) is proved by virtue of Lebesgue's theorem.

Corollary. // L is metrizable, %(£) is strongly continuous.
Proof. Since %(£) is weakly sequentially cont., it must be
strongly sequentially cont. However, on a metrizable space, any
sequentially continuous function is continuous.
§ 9. Characteristic function -> Measure
From now on, we suppose that %(f ) has been given, and try to
construct the corresponding measure p.
Problem A. Suppose that a function %(£) on a real topological vector space L satisfies the following conditions :
a) X(f) is positive definite on L,
b) X(0) = l,
c) %(f) is continuous.
Then, on the dual space L*, does there exist uniquely a measure p
whose characteristic function is X(f ) ?
In the case that L is finite dimensional, Problem A was solved
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affirmatively by the classical Bochner's theorem. If L is infinite
dimensional, for a finite dimensional subspace R of L, the restriction
of X(£) on R is evidently fulfills the conditions a)~~c) (but positive
definite on R instead on L). So, the classical Bochner's theorem
assures that there exists a triplet {L*, 33#, //,#} such that X(f)|/?
becomes the characteristic function of ^R.
Proposition 9. 1. 1) Let R, Rf be two finite dimensional subspaces of L, then, ^R \ ^R n ^V = PR' I %$R f! ^V .
2) For any R, ^JZ(L*) = 1.
3) For 0»y £>0, /fer£ gjtz^fe a neighbourhood U of 0 m L
ffof

Here {%} means the one-dimensional subspace of L which is generated
from f.
Proof. 1), 2), and 3) can be proved respectively from the uniqueness part of the classical Bochner's theorem, from X(0) = l, and
from the continuity of %(£).
From Prop. 9. 1 we get the following proposition.
Proposition 9. 2. // a function X(£} on L satisfies the conditions a)^c) of Problem A, it becomes the characteristic function of
a finitely additive measure p on $L= \J%5R and the following conRdL

ditions are satisfied.
(i) For any fixed R, JJL is completely additive on 33^,
(ii) A(L*) = 1,
(iii) V8 >0, 3U (neighbourhood of 0 in L)

At next, we consider the converse.
Proposition 9.3. Suppose that on the finite-ring $L=\J^R>
72CZ

a finitely additive measure //, is given and satisfies the conditions
(i)-^(iii) of the previous proposition. If we define X(f) by
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it fulfills the conditions a)^c) of Problem A,
Proof is easy.
Thus, Problem A is equivalent with the following Problem B.
Problem B. Can we extend uniquely a finitely additive measure IJL on $L to a completely additive measure on %5L, under the
conditions (i)~(iii) of Prop. 9.2?
Problem A follows the formulation by Bochner, while Problem
B follows the formulation by Minlos.
Proposition 9. 4. Uniqueness part of Problem B is answered
always affirmatively.
Proof. Suppose that //, can be extended to two completely
additive measures ^ and //2 on 33L. Let §1 be the family of all
sets E which satisfy fjJl(E) = /m2(E). Evidently SI forms a o-ring and
SI !}$£,, hence §lz)9BL, because SBL is the smallest a— ring which
includes the finite-ring $L. (q. e. d.)
§ 10. Conditions for extendaMlity
Next, we shall discuss the extendability part of Problem B.
Proposition 10. 1. In order that a finitely additive finite measure
IL defined on a finite-ring !$ can be extended to a completely additive
measure on 33 ( = the smallest a-ring which contains $), it is necessary
and sufficient that ;

Proof is omitted here, for this is a general theorem in measure
theory.
Proposition 10. 2. In order that Prob. B is solved
the following condition is sufficient.
V

8 >0, 3C

(weakly compact set in L*)

affirmatively^
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Proof. Suppose that A{ e ®L , A. ^ ^42 2 ° • • ^ ^U 2 • • • andn lim
= 2a>0. For any finite dimensional subspace R of L, //, 39^ is completely additive from the condition (i), and it can be identified with
a measure on the factor space L*/J?X. Since any Borel measure
on a finite dimensional vector space is topologically regular (i. e.
p(A)= sup fj,(F) for any Borel set A), we can choose such a
FcA
F:closed

sequence {Fn} of weakly closed cylinder sets that satisfies :
^ r F ^ G A * and lim
M

Thus, we should show only that

n

f\Fn

If the condition of Prop. 10.2 is fulfilled, there exists a weakly
compact set C such that

So that fjb(Fn)^ a implies jF n P,C4=<£. Since any decreasing sequence
of non-empty compact sets has non-empty intersection, we get
A(^«nC)4=0, hence f\Fn^^. (q. e. d.)
H

B

Let C7 be a neighbourhood of 0 in L and define the polar set
U of U by the relation: U={xtEL*

f W l ^ l for

F

|ef/}.

From the general theory of topological vector spaces, we know
that U is weakly compact. Thus, from Prop. 10. 2, we get :
Proposition 10. 2/e In order that Problem B is solved
tively, the following condition is sufficient.
F

£>0, 3U

affirma-

(neighbourhood of 0 in L)

We have not yet taken into account of the contiuuity of //,
(namely, the condition (iii) of Prop. 9. 2). Here, we shall discuss
the relation between the condition (iii) and Prop. 10.2'.
Proposition 10. 3, In order that Problem B is solved affirmatively, the following condition is sufficient.
(Later, we shall quote it
as the condition (SC)),
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(SC) : 3r}(£) : increasing function which is defined for positive
small numbers and lim ??(£) = 0,
£-> + 0

V

U : (neighbourhood of 0 in L),
3
V : (convex, symmetric neighbourhood of 0 in L),
V
R : (finite dimensional subspace of L) ;
If
Proof.

A*(|f(*)l^l)<£ for

v

£tEUr\R,

then

The condition (iii) of Prop. 9.2 assures that
V

8 >0, *£7 (neighbourhood of 0 in L)

Thus, if the condition (SC) is fulfilled,
^y

(convex, symmetric neighbourhood of 0 in L), vRdL',

Therefore, in order to show that the sufficient condition of
Prop. 10. 2' is fulfilled, we should only show
= $.

(3)

0

(Since (3) implies ^(A)^l-fji(VnR) )^l-(l-^(8))
= ^(8) and we can
choose ??(£) arbitrarily small by taking £ sufficiently small.)
Proof of (3). We shall prove the contraposition of (3).
Suppose that An(VnR}°^(j>. If x^A and x^(Vr\R}°, then
l£(#)|^l for any %^VnR. Since V is convex and symmetric,
Hahn-Banach's theorem shows us that ;

and fW = ?(^) for

Evidently Jt/e F. On the other hand, x—x'^RL and ^^^4 imply
that x'^A (eSS^). Hence, ^ e A n F so that ^4n F^c^. (q. e. d.)
§ 11. Definition and some properties of nuclear spaces
(For details, c. f . Grothendieck : [8], and Mityagin : [9]).
Though there are many diferent definitions of the nuclearity,
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we adopt the following one, for it seems intuitional to the author.
Let L be an infinite dimensional, locally convex vector space,
and let 11 be the system of convex and symmetric neighbourhoods
of 0 in L.
Definition 11. 1. L is said to be nuclear, if it satisfies ;
v
3

C7eU, ^Vett, vn

(positive integer),

En

(n-dimensional subspace of L) ; VdEn+ — U.
n
Proposition 11. 1. The following two conditions are equivalent,
a) *

b) ^x>0,

V

U^U, 3V^U, vn, 3En',

n

Proof is omitted.
Definition 11. 17. L is said to be nuclear, if it satisfies a) or b}
of Prop. 11. 1.
(Note: Especially, in Def. 11.1, we have taken X = l.)
Proposition 11. 2. An infinite dimensional, locally convex vector
space L is nuclear, if and only if it satisfies the following condition :
for

&'=!, 2,---, swc/z £/zotf

<oo and for
1=1
Here, we put |f| £/= inf ) x > 0
A

F

feL, |—S#f(l)l?il
c/ "* 01=1
and ( x\'v= sup

C

Proof is omitted.
Proposition 11. 3. TA0 topology of a nuclear space L can be
defined by a family of Hilbertian semi-norms, and L is separable
with respect to each of these semi-norms.
Proof. In Prop. 11. 2, without loss of generality we can assume
that \xi\'v=\£i u for all L Then,
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For ?, i?eL, the bilinear form <f, ??>#= 2 #«•(?) ^.O?) satisfies the
i=i

properties of an inner product except the condition: "<?> £>H=
£=0" 0

Hence ||£|I H =

X-(f 2

is a

Hilbertian semi-norm.

Evi-

dently,

while

i ? I £/ ^ 2 I •

Thus we get j^lZlu^l
This is sufficient for Prop. 11.3, since we can define \\%\\H for
any C/EEll.
Proposition 11. 4. Suppose that the topology of an infinite dimensional vector space L is defined by a family of Hilbertian semi-norms
and L is separable with respect to each of these semi-norms. Then
for the nuclearity of L, the following condition is necessary and
sufficient.
V
\\*\\H (Hilbertian semi-norm),
3
V
(neighbourhood of 0 in L),
3
{£t}
(complete orthonormal system in || •!!#),
3

af>0

such that y]<z?<oo ;

(Namely, V is contained in an ellipsoid with square summable
principal axis in \\°\\H-semi-norm.}
Proof is omitted.
Proposition 11. 5. A nuclear space L is necessarily a Montel
space (i. e. any bounded subset of L is totally bounded).
Proof. Let B be a bounded subset of L. It is sufficient to show ;
V
U (neighbourhood of 0 in L),
3
3
n (positive integer),
%i^L (*"=!, 2 ,-•-, ri)
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Since L is nuclear, there exists a neighbourhood V of 0 that
is totally bounded with respect to the semi-norm | • | v. Namely,

; Fc
On the other hand, B being a bounded set, we have X5c V for some
X>0. Hence, Be \jfc7-f ^{Y
(=1 \

A

(q. e. d.)
/

Example. Schwartz's function spaces (£P) «wrf (3)) are nuclear.
In (£f), for instance, consider a neighbourhood U of 0 ;
tf= {£(0 l£(0 ^1

for

Then, choose F as ;
F={|(0 Max ( i f ( 0 1 ,

91(0
for

It is evident that:
^

°^°for
n

|f-/.|£A.
2n

Thus, if we cover the ball B={t t\ ^\/W]

with a family of small

balls Bj with radius — and center f ., then f (//) = ^(/,-) for Fj im2^
plies that
Let

1=2

Car. (a^dBj.

<*/(*) be a decomposition of unity such

that

Then, V can be approximated within — U by linear

n

combinations of «//)• Since the number of the small balls Bj is of
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the order of nm/2(^-}
\2n'

m

=2mn3m/2, {a/0}

generates a 2"Vm'2-dimen-

sional subspace of (tf).

Thus, V can be approximated within — U
n
by a 2m^3m/2-dimensional subspace, hence within k~2/3mU by a &dimensional subspace. This is just our definition of the nuclearity.
Even if we consider a more complicated (i. e. dependent on
derivatives of higher-orders) neighbourhood as U, we can construct
the corresponding V in a similar way. Thus, (5P) is nuclear.
Also the nuclearity of (3)) can be proved in a similar way.
§ 12. Minlos9 theorem (Boc liner's theorem)

Theorem A (Bochner's theorem)
In case that L is nuclear, Problem A in § 9 is solved
matively.

affir-

Theorem B (Minlos' theorem)
In case that L is nuclear. Problem B in §9 is solved
matively.

affir-

Proof. Two theorems being equivalent as mentioned in § 9,
here we shall prove Minlos' theorem. In order to check the condition (SC) of Prop. 10. 3, we shall use the following fundamental
lemma.
Fundamental lemma. Let RN be an N-dimensional vector space
and R/N be its dual space. Namely,
RN = {% = (Xl , - • - , XN) xi ; real} ,
R'N= {£ = & ,-, £*) f* ; real] and

1=1

N

Let S be the unit ball in R , and F be an ellipsoid in R'N.

Then, for any (probability) Bore I measure ^ on RN, the following
condition a) implies the condition b).
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a)
JV

b) //,(S)^1 —7 0 (£ + D) where D= ^
0 =6.

4 &s aw absolute constant which does not depend on N.

Proof of this lemma will be given in the next section.
From this lemma, we can show that the condition (SC) is fulfilled in case that L is nuclear. Let L be nuclear, and IHln be a
continuous Hilbertian semi-norm on L. From Prop. 11. 4,
3
V
(neighbourhood of 0 in L),
(complete orthonormal system of L in || •!!#),
(sequence of positive numbers),
00

such that ^al
i

(=Z? 0 ; put)<oo ;
a

Without loss of generality, for any given £>0, we can assume that
D0<e.
Let R be a finite dimensional subspace of L. Putting
E7={£eLJ HfHtf^l}, t/n# is the unit ball in R. On the other
hand, Vr\Rc:WnR, and WnR is an ellipsoid in R. So that there
exists a complete orthonormal system {&} of 7? (in ||-||H)> such that ;

where N is the dimersion of R, and 2
»=i
/& s<\
_
_
vg?
i/H
Put
^ =t;i, and regard |f- as the coordinates of f.

while
Let .ff 7 be the dual space of R. It is isomorphic with
so we identify them. Evidently, (l/Fn#)°c:(FnR) 0 and

(WKR)°=

Then,
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where xf is the canonical coordinates of f,-.
Let IL be a finitely additive measure which satisfies the conditions (i)^(iii) of Prop, 9.2. Then, /^|33^ is a measure on
I^IR^ — R'. Suppose that /x( | £(x) \ ^ 1)< e for F£ EE [/ n ,£, then from
the fundamental lemma, we get

This shows us that condition (SC) of Prop. 10. 3 is fulfilled by
choosing ??(£) = 2y0£0 (q. e. d.)
Thus we have solved Problem B affirmatively under the condition that L is nuclear. Conversely, this condition is necessary in
the following sense.
Proposition 12. 1. In the case that the topology of a locally
convex vector space L is defined by a family of countable Hilbertian
norms, if L is not nuclear, a suitable Gaussian measure can not be extended to a completely additive one.
Proof is omitted, (c. f . Minlos : [10])
§ 13. Proof of fundamental lemma
Let RN be an jV-dimensional vector space, and JJL be a probability Borel measure on RN, which satisfies the condition a) in
the fundamental lemma.
Let m be another Borel measure on R'N, which satisfies the
following conditions :
i) m(R'N) = l,
ii) rotationally invariant, i. e. for any rotation u of R/N,
iii)

j £?</»!(£) = 1

for

v

i.

Consider the product measure //,xw on RNxR'N, and calculate
the double integral ;

= \
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Putting;
N

we have

<S
<1

if
if
(5)

On the other hand, since m is rotationally invariant,

J dm($ =

n*

The right hand side is an increasing function of | # | = V S •* *»

so

that
^0
j

for jeeS,

for

J

where S is the unit ball in RN.
Thus, we get;

Comparing (5) with (6), it is easily seen that

r r

i"1 .

1 — ^(5)^(6 + 1 — m(F})\
dm(t)\
L .'
J

At next, we shall estimate m(F). From (4), we get

JST 2 9 ( ^0
^i * ^ * l ^1

for
for

so that considering the condition iii),
1 — m(F)^ \ 2 bl%\dm(g) = ^bl
j k=i
k=i
Thus, (7) becomes;

(~ D).

(7)
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.

(8)

Finally, we shall prove that we can choose suitable measures
mN on R'N such that
Put

\ dmN(%) is independent from the dimension N.
ti^
exp

then this measure w% fulfills the conditions i)~iii) of this section,
and moreover it is the product of one-dimensional Gaussian measures. Thus,

So, we have proved the condition b} in the fundamental lemma ;

(9)
where

= \/27r[ j" exp (- !)<&]" % 6.4 . (q. e. d.)
§ 14. Kolmogorov's theorem

We can get Kolmogorov's theorem as a corollary of Minlos'
theorem, as shown below.
Let L be the direct sum of real lines, i. e.

It is the union of Rn= {(^, £2 ,-•-, ^, 0, 0 ,-••)} - Defining a topology
on L by the family of semi-norms 1 1 ? 1 1 a = Max ( | £,. | /#,-), where
«
a = («j, « 2 ,-") is any positive sequence, L becomes a nuclear space.
Suppose that X(£) is a positive definite function on L. Since
the matrix ;
/X(0)

X(f) X
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is positive definite, we have | X(f +17) - X(?) I ^ V2%(0) V | X(£) - %(0) |.
Using this inequality, we can show that if X(£) is continuous on
each Rn, it is continuous necessarily in the topology of L.
The dual space of L is the direct product of real lines, i. e.
L*={x=(x19 x2,-~
Then, Rn~Rn* can be regarded as a factor space of L*. Let 33 M
be the whole of the inverse images of Borel sets in Rn. Then,
from Minlos' theorem we get;
Theorem (Kolmogorov)
00

In case of the direct product of real lines R°° = H R\, any finitely
A= l

additive probability measure //, which is completely additive on each
SBW, can be extended to a completely additive measure on 33^, the
smallest a-ring which includes all $8n.

Chapter III. Gaussian measures
Contents : (1) Definition of Gaussian measures on the dual space L* of a nuclear
space L.
(2) Proof of their L-ergodicity, O-erodicity and O-invariance.
(3) Characterization of an O-invariant measure as a superposition of
Gaussian measures.
§ 15.

Characteristic function on a factor space

Proposition 15.1. Let L be a nuclear space, and M be a closed
sub space, then the factor space L/M is also nuclear.
Proof. Let <p be the natural homomorphism from L onto L/M.
For any neighbourhood U of 0 in L/M, its inverse image <p~\U) is
a neighbourhood of 0 in L. Since L is nuclear, there exists a
neighbourhood V of 0 such that:
v

n, 3En

(^-dimensional subspace of L)
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Operating cp on both hand side, we get cp( V) c (p(En) + — U.
n
Evidently, <p(V)=V is a neighbourhood of 0 in L/M, and the
dimension of <p(EH) is at most «. (q. e. d.)
Proposition 15. 2. L#£ %(f ) be a positive definite and continuous
function on a nuclear space L. Suppose that for a closed subspace
M of L, %(|) is M-invariant, i. e.

Then, the corresponding measure p, on L* can be identified with a
measure on M-1 (cL*).
Proof. Since %(£) can be regarded as a positive definite and
continuous function on L/M, Minlos' theorem enables us to construct
the corresponding measure ^ on (L/M)* — M-1 as well as /x on L*.
Then, the two triplets {L*, SB^, /*} and {M-1-, S^ n M-1-, //} are
equivalent in the following sense ;
r(E) = ^(E n M-1-)

for

F

£e ®L . (q. e. d.)

Now, let ||-|| H be a continuous Hilbertian semi-norm on a
nuclear space L, and suppose that %(f) is positive definite and continuous with respect to the semi-norm ||-||H- Then, putting
M={%<=L \\Z\\H=Q}, X(^) is M-invariant, so that the corresponding
measure ^ can be regarded as a measure on Mx.
On the other hand, the semi-norm \\*\\H becomes a Hilbertian
norm on L/M. Let § be the completion of L/M in the norm ||-!| H Since the factor space L/M (with the factor topology of L) can be
imbedded continuously into §, we get ^^(L/M^^M-1-,
Identi1
fying § with £>*, we can regard as L/M^M- .
Proposition 15. 3. Let L be complete and nuclear, and M be a
subspace mentioned above. By the natural imbedding, L/M is mapped
into Mx densely
Proof. Denoting the isomorphism of § onto §* with -^r, it is
sufficient to show that if a linear continuous function on L* vanishes
on i|r(L/M), it must vanish also on M1-,
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From Mackey-Arens' theorem [11], if L is complete and nuclear,
we have L** = L. Hence, we should only show that for £eL,
t^eL/M, f(^)) = 0 =» ^eMJ-, ?(*) = 0.

However, from the definition of ^, we have ^(iK5/)) = <*7» |>H. So
that, 1(^(57)) = 0 for F ^eL/M implies that ||£||H=0, hence £eM.
Thus, for any jreM-1-, £(#) = 0.
Example. In case that L=(ff), letting \\*\\H be the ordinary Lznorm, evidently M= {0} . Thus, by the natural imbedding, (if) is
mapped into (#") densely,
From the next section on, in order to avoid the complicated
situations, we shall assume that \\*\\H is a continuous Hilbertian
norm on a nuclear space L, Even for the case where \\-\\H is a
semi-norm, the results in the following sections are kept valid,
replacing L and L* by L/M and (L/M^ — M-1, respectively.
§ 16. Zrquasi-invariance and O-quasi-in variance
Let \\"\\H be a continuous Hilbertian norm on a complete nuclear
space L. As seen in the previous section, we can imbed L into L*
densely, i.e. Lc§^±©*cL*. Then, for any £eL, we can define
the translation t^ on L* as follows; t%\ x^L*-+x + %^L*.
Whole of these translations {£$} forms a group, which we shall
identify with L. Then, by Definitions 1. 2 and 1. 3 of § 1, we can
define the concept of L-invariance, L-quasi-invariance, and Lergodicity for measures on L*.
As we have proved in Chapter I, any Borel measure on L* is
not L*-quasi-inv. Therefore, we shall content ourselves with Lquasi -in variant measures, and later as an example of such measures,
we shall consider about Gaussian measures.
For any x<^L*, we define the translated measure TXJJ, of the
given measure /*. Then ;
1) L-quasi-invariance of \L implies that of rxfju,
2) L-ergodicity of //, implies that of TXJUL.
On the other hand, non-existence of L*-quasi-inv. measure
shows us that
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Thus, if an L-quasi-inv. (or L-ergodic) measure ^ is given, we
can construct another L-quasi-inv. (or L-ergcdic) measure rxfi by a
suitable translation.
Definition 16.1. Let \\*\\H be a continuous Hilbertian norm on a
nuclear space L, and let & be the completion of L with respect to
the norm j | - | H .
An unitary operator u on & is called a rotation of L, if it satisfies ;
1) u maps L onto L,
2) u is homeomorphic on L.
Whole of rotations of L forms a group, which we call the rotation
group of L and denote it with 0H(L).
For any u^OH(L), its adjoint operator u* becomes a homeomorphic transformation on L*. Thus, identifying u* with u'1, (i. e.
identifying u with «'**), OH(L) can be regarded as a transformation group on L*.
Then, by Definitions 1. 2 and 1. 3 of § 1, the concept of OH(L}invariance, etc. can be defined for measures on L*. But, for
simplicity of notations, unless any confusion is expected, we shall
write 0 instead of OH(L). Hence, we shall write O-inv., 0-quasi-inv.,
or O-ergodic instead of OH(L)-invariant, etc.
Proposition 16. 1. Let ^ be a finite measure on the dual space
L* of a nuclear space L. ^ is O-invariant if and only if the corresponding characteristic function %(£) depends only on \\%\\H.
Proof. Sufficiency: Suppose that %(f) is a function of \\!~\\H
and put X(£) = 9>(||£||!,). For any u^OH(L\ let X K (£) be the characteristic function of TM//,, then
= J exp

* r ^ * = exp

exp [i«|

Since a measure on L* is determined uniquely from the character-
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istic function on L, this equality implies that TU^ = IJJ.
Necessity: Suppose that \L is 0-invariant. For any u^OH(L),
we have X(w|) = XII (?) = %(?). So that, it is sufficient to show that;
For any f, ^eL, let R be the two-dimensional subspace of L
which is generated from {£,17}. If HIH^HI 7 ?!!/** f is mapped to ??
by a suitable rotation UR of J?. However, since R is finite dimensional, UR can be extended to a rotation w of L, i. e. to an unitary
operator on § which is homeomorphic on L. Thus, su^OH(L);
u%=ri. (q.e. d.)
Note : The way how to extend UR to u ;
Decompose § orthogonally into the sum of R and R*- ( = orthogonal complement of R in £>), then putting
r ME
on R
u ={
I identity on J?4-,

w becomes a rotation of L.
Finally, we remark that if L is separable, Corollary of Prop.
3. V assures the equivalence of four statements in Prop. 1. 1.
Therefore, we can define L-ergodicity (or O-ergodicity) by any of
these four statements.
§ 17. Definition of Gaussian measures
Definition 17.1. Let \\'\\H be a continuous Hilbertian norm on a
nuclear space L. It is easily seen that the following X(|) is continuous and positive definite on L.
(00)

(1)

The corresponding measure on L* is called a Gaussian measure
with variance c2. (From now on, we denote it with /^c).
Proposition 17. 1. Let Rn be an n-dimensional subspace of L,
and {&, £2 ,- ••>?!•} be a complete or thonormal system of Rn (in ||-i| H ).
Then, for x^L*y putting %k(x) = x^, we have the following expression
Of

Vc,Rn = Vc\^Rn-
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= -/
exp -^ 2
*
\V27tc /
I 2c *=i

(This expression depends only on the dimension n of Rn, namely
it is same for all ^-dimensional subspace Rn and for all choices of
the base £ A .
Proof. Forfe^? w , writing it as £ = 2^*1* (^: real), we have
A=l

f c2 n \
%(£) = exp ( — — 2 0 * ) ,
\ 2 *=i /

hence we have :

*(l) = (-4^)" ( exp [f 2 a^-^S *C**V"* •
\v27rc/ J
L *=i
2c k=i
J
(Here, rf*jc means dx™dx™—d&*>)
n

However, since 2fl*^c*) = lW> we have the expression (2) from
the one-to-one correspondence between characteristic functions and
measures, (q. e. d.)
(Note) : Since L is nuclear, it is separable with respect to the
norm ||-|| H . (c. f . Prop. 11.3). So that the expression (2) allows
us to write formally ;
(x) = lim 17— i=T
= exp — L\

c

(Here, consider a complete orthonormal system {%k} of L in |i°|| H
and put &*> = %k(x)).
In this sense, ^c is the limit measure of finite dimensional
Gaussian measures (letting the dimension w->oo) 8
§ 18o Proof of JL-ergodicity
Proposition 18. 1. Gaussian measure juc is L-quasi-invariant*
Proof o

It is sufficient to show that ;
V

^L;

ritLc~pe.

(3)

Let X^C7?) (v^L] be the characteristic function of T^C, namely;
- exp
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Let Rz be the two-dimensional subspace of L which is generated
from {£, ^7} and let {£1? £2} be a complete orthonormal system (in
||- ||H) of Rz. Then

= J exp
However, from (2) we have

= exp
Remember that F0 =£* (?) = <?, ^>H, then it is evident that ?=
Hence, *=1 *<»!<»= ft=l ?»&(*) = £(*), and
Substituting these into (5), we get
r

1

ii5>ii?\1

— W= exp — o^-(2f(^)+||f||jy) .
L

^6

J

This does not depend on 77 any more. Substituting it into (4), we
have ;
=

exp [ f ^ ) ] e x p - ( 2 ^ ) + l l f l l l r ) ^ c W -

(for ^eL)

Since the characteristic function determines the corresponding
measure uniquely, we have ;
r-

d/uic

I

^

T

2

2c

(6)

From this, it is evident that:
TIPC<ILC.

(7)

Since (7) holds for any £eL, we have also;
T^p.c<fLc

hence ^ c <r^ c .

(7 7 )

Comparing (7) with (7X), we have obtained ;
^'V'c'

(3)
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Proposition 18. 2. For Gaussian measure /ULC, the four statements
in Prop. 1. 1 are equivalent with each other , so that we can use any
of them as the definition of ergodicity.
Proof. In case that L is weakly separable, we have already
proved this prop, in Corollary of Prop. 3. 1/.
However, since the characteristic function of Gaussian measure
is continuous with respect to \\*\\H9 we can prove in a similar way
as in Prop. 3. 1, that the separability of L with respect to any Hilbertian norm is sufficient for the equivalence of the four statements.
On the other hand, a nuclear space L is always separable in
this meaning (Prop. 11. 3). (q. e. d.)
Proposition 18. 3. Gaussian measure JJLC is L~ergodica
Proof. We shall check the statement (3) in Prop. 1. 1. Namely,
we shall show that for any 33^-measurable function <p(x) ;
F

feL; <p(x) = <p(x+%) ==> <p(x) = constant for /^-almost all x.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that <p(x) is bounded.
Since L is separable with respect to any continuous Hilbertian
norm, we can show in a similar way as in Prop. 3. 17, that ;
3

Rn : finite dimenssional subspace of L ;
\JL*e.n(L*) is dense in L*e(L*) .
(Here, nc n = [jLc %$Rn. We assume that
RfR^Rf--}.
For simplicity, we shall write Mn instead of L£C>W(L*). Decompose (p(x) e L%c(L*) orthogonally into the form ;

V(x) = ^(x) + y^(x)9

(8)

where <p™(x)^MH9 and <p%\x)^M£ ( = orthogonal complement of
Mn in L£C(L*)). The sequence {Mn} is monotonic increasing as well
as { Rn} , hence ;
W

in LVC(£*)-

On the other hand, from (8) we get ;

(9)
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It is easily seen that if <p(x) is bounded, then <p™(x) and (p%\x) are
also bounded, and for any £eL, <p™(x + !;)^Mn.
Now, if we could find the relation ;
v

^Rn; <pP(x+$eM£,

(10)

we would know, from the uniqueness of orthogonal decomposition,
that the condition F feL; <p(x) = <p(x-±%) implies:

However, <p™(x) can be regarded as a function on the factor
space L*/Rn, which is isomorphic with j?* and hence (imbedding
Rn into L*) with Rn. So that,
9&\x + Z) = <p™(x)

for

^e# w

implies that <p™(x) = constant for ^-almost all x.
Then, from (9) we see that <p(x) is the limit function of constant functions, thus <p(x) itself must be constant. Therefore, the
proposition has been proved except the relation (10).
Proof of (10). It is sufficient to show ;
n

and bounded,
, ^W>i,e = 0.

(11)

However,

and from (6) we know that ;

so that for any

From this and ^ 2) (jt)eM^, we obtain the equality (11). (q. e. d.)
(Note) : As seen in this proof, for L-ergodicity of a measure
it is essentially important that
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§ 19. Proof of O-ergodicity

Proposition 19* 1. Gaussian measure ^c is O-invariant.
Proofo Prop. 16. 1 assures the O-invariance of Gaussian measure, because the characteristic function depends only on \\%\\H as
given in (1) of § 17.
Proposition 19. 20 Gaussian measure ILC is O-ergodic,
Proof- As seen in Prop. 18. 2 the four statements in Prop. 1. 1
are equivalent with each other, so that we shall check the statement
(3) in Prop. 1. 1. Namely, we shall show that for any bounded
33^-measurable function <p(x) on L* ;
v

u^OH(L)'J <p(x) = <p(ux) =$> <p(x) = constant for

/^-almost all x.

We shall follow just the same way in the proof of Prop. 18. 3,
until we reach the equalities (8) and (9). Instead of (8'), we get
<p(ux) = <p™(ux) + qtf\ux) ,
but in general <p™(ux)&Mn.
Now, suppose that <p(x) = <p(ux) in L^c(L*), then

^

(x) 4- <p? (x) = ^

(ux) + <p™ (ux) ,

thus we have ;
\\<p™(ux)-<p™(x)\\»c=\\v™

,

(12)

where the last inequality comes from the O-invariance of the measure JJLC.

Remembering the note after the proof of Prop. 16. 1, we can
easily show that ;
3

u^OH(L); RH_Lu-lRH

(in £).

(We extend a rotation of a 2n-dimensional subspace R2n which contains Rn, to a rotation of L). For this u, we shall calculate the
left hand side of (12). Then,
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d^c (x) .

(13)

From Prop. 17. 1, the measure juc,Rzn is the direct product of
Cjl?w and fjLCtU-iRn, so that;
J <p? (ux)~^(x) d^c (x} = J <p™ (ux) d^c (x) x

Substituting this into (13), we have

Thus, the inequality (12) is equivalent with ;

where

ww

Letting n-^oo, since lim ^1)(jc) = ^(jc)

and lim ^2) (x) = 0 in

^(£*)>
we have
where
Therefore,

I \<p(x)\2dnc(x)— \m\2^0 ,
m = \ <p(x) diLc (x) .
( \ <p(x) - m \ 2 d^c (x) ^ 0 ,

but this means that cp(x) = m for /^-almost all x.
constant function (modulo //,c-null set), (q. e. d.)

Thus 9?(jt) is a

§ 20. Singularity with each other

In this section, we shall show that ^/X'AV f°r c±c'. For this
purpose, we could use the criterion of Prop. 3. 2. But more strongly,
we shall construct concretely a set A that fulfills jmc(A) = 0 but
) = l. Such A can be constructed in some different ways.
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Proposition 20.1. Let \\*\\H be a continuous Hilbertian norm on
a nuclear space L, and {£&} be a complete orthonormal system of L
in \-\\ H .
Define the function f ( x ) on L* as follows ;

(14)

1og

Then, putting Ac=f~l(c)^{x^L^\f(x)
= c}J we have p,c(Ac} = l.
(Evidently, Acr\Ac' = $ if c =j= c').
(Note) : It is easily seen that f ( x ) is 23L-measurable and that
for vx^L* and F £eL; f(x + %)=f(x). Since ILC is L-ergodic, this
shows that f ( x ) is constant for //^-almost all x. We must prove
that this constant is just c.
Proof.

For k^2 and a>0, put;
_
v 2 log * "

From the equality (2) of § 17, we have
I f

0

^(E?) = 2-±=/

0

\ 27ccJets2to£k

r

;?C£>2-|

L

2c J

(15)

exp -^ 2rf^« .

We shall estimate this integral. It is easily seen that for

f

rc*°2l

exp
-— < — . ^_ exp -^—
- 22 ,
P -— /2 < exp
L 2c J~ P L 2c2l~a\/2logk
I 2c
2c J
so that integrating each of them, we get ;
p/c/a
g
2/c2
CV
0
< ^MC(£?)
<V"
i -T^""
.
^ V—
V TT—
c *-*
—
*y —
V ^r a v2/o log
*

Thus, we have the following relations ;
a>c =^> J£fi,e(ED<°o

(16)
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Incase of (16), we know jjbc (lim jE?) = 0. Since f(x)>a implies
k
i, we have ILC({X /(#)><z}) = 0, thus letting a-»c-fO,
(*)>c}) = 0.

(17)

On the other hand, in case of (16'), putting ;

we see that

Since /(#) < a implies x e 5 J f or some «, we have //,c ( {# /(#) < a} )
= 0, thus letting a->c — 0,

From (17) and (170, it is evident that ^c({x f ( x } = c}} = ly i.e.
f ( x ) = c for ^-almost all x. (q. e. d.)
For another example, the following set Ac also fulfills pc(Ac) = l.
Proposition 20. 2. Let {%k} be of the same meaning in the previous proposition, then we have ;
lim (— 2 (£k(x))*\ = c2
«->°° \ n k=i

for ^-almost all x.

I

(Namely, putting

Ac = [x e L* lim (A. £ (&(*))*) = A ,
I

xc(^4c) = l.

»->oo \

^

A

=l

/

J

Evidently, Aer\Aef = ^ if

Proof. (Omitted). It can be proved by Kolmogorov's strong law
of large numbers.
§ 21. Characterization of O-invariant measures
Two fundamental questions about ergodic decomposition of
measures are : (1) to find concretely all ergodic measures, and (2)
to decompose any given quasi-invariant measure into a sum of
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ergodic measures. Though in general they are difficult to answer,
in case of 0-invariant measures the affirmative answers can be get
rather easily,,
Proposition 21.1. Let \\°\\H be a continuous Hilbertian norm on
a nuclear space L. On the dual space L* any O-invariant measure
(except the Dirac measure} can be expressed as a superposition of
Gaussian measures.
Namely, a finite measure p on L* is O-invariant if and only if
it can be expressed as ;
(18)
CO, °°)

where a^O and m(c) is a finite measure on the half-line (0, oo)B
8(A) means the Dirac measure on the origin of L*, L e.
if
if

Proof of sufficiency. Since both pe(A) and S(A) are O-invariant,
any measure /z, in the form of (18) is evidently O-invarianto
For the proof of necessity, we need some lemmas,
Definition 21.1. A real function <p(t) defined on the closed halfline [0, oo), is called completely monotonic if it satisfies]

for

» = 0, 1, 2 ,.

Lemma (Bemstein9s theorem.) Let <p(t) be completely monotonic
on [0, °o) and right continuous at t = Q. Then, there exists a finite
measure m(s) on [0, oo) such that]
<p(f)=

(

for

v

t^0 .

[0,00)

(i. e. <p(f) is the Laplace transform of a finite measure.}
For the proof of this Lemma, for instance, c. f . D. V. Widder :
"Laplace Transform",
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Now, we shall resume the proof of necessity of Prop. 21.1.
Let IUL be an O-invariant finite measure on L*, then from Prop. 16.1
the corresponding characteristic function X(f) depends only on \\%\\H.
Namely, there exists a function (p(f) defined on [0, oo) such that
'%<(£•) = 9>(lltr\\H)" Since %(£) is continuous in |HI#? <p(f) is right continuous at £=0. For a while, we assume the complete monotonicity
of q>(f), which we shall prove later.
Then, from Bernstein's theorem, there exists a finite measure
on [0, oo) such that %(£) = ( exp (-s\\^\\2H)dm(s).

m(s)

Putting

CO, oo,

5 = — 9 we change the integral variable from 5 to c, then the mea-

LJ

sure m(s) is transformed to a finite measure m(c} on [0, oo), and
we get;
X(|)=

\ expf-^llfl&Wc).
N

CO,-)

(19)

7

^

2

( — —cZj ll?ll!r)\I

an

d 1 (for Fg) is the character-

is tic function of /ULC and § respectively. Since the characteristic
function determines the measure uniquely, (19) is equivalent with;

(18)
C0<~0

where a = m({0})8
Thus, only remained to prove is the fact that <p(f) is completely monotonic.
Proposition 21.2. Let <P(\\%\\H) be a function on a nuclear space
L dependent only on \\%\\H. If <P(\\%\\H) is positive definite on L, then
<p(f) is necessarily completely monotonic,
We divide the proof into two parts.
Proposition 21. 3. Let (p(\\^\\jf) be a positive definite function
on a nuclear space L, then,
a) 9>(f)^0
for *7^0,
b) A?V(||f llf^dlf ll!r+a)-9>(ll£ll!r) « »^fl««;g definite on L.
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Eemark. For the validity of Prop. 21. 3, it is essential that L
is infinite dimensional.
Proof of Prop. 21. 2 using Prop. 21.3. If <P(\\%\\H) is positive
definite on L, applying Prop. 21. 3 b), we see that for vn, va^Q;
(— lyAS^dlffljjy) is a positive definite function on L. Then, Prop.
21. 3 a) shows us that (-l) w A?V(||f Hlr) is positive for any ||f ||H, a, ^0
Thus, 9>(0 is completely monotonic. (q. e. d.)
Proof of Prop. 21. 3. a) For any given f ^0 and positive
integer n, since L is infinite dimensional, there exist £i» | 2 >"°>
such that ;

If ^(il^lilr) is positive definite on L, then

so that ^(20^—
Letting ^->oo, we see that ^(20^0. Thus, <p(f) is a positive
function.
b) Putting Ai1V(|||||lr) = ^(||?||lr), we shall show that ^(HfHIr)
is negative definite on L, namely for any finite set of complex
numbers a19 a2>'">an an(i f°r anY fi> ?2>'">?« e ^> we have;
(20)

i, y=i

Since L is infinite dimensional, there exists £ 0 eL such that;
<&>, ?*>H=aS 0 ,

(for O^i^w).

Using this f „ , we put ;
^

b *""

fl*-.

(for

Then, since 9>(||?|||r) is positive definite on L,
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= 2[ 2 «,fl,9>(| !?,-£, I &)- 2 a

Thus, we have reached ;

(20)

i, y=i

which shows us that

iKIIflilr) is negative definite on L. (q. e. d.)

§ 22, O-invariant and ergodic measures
Proposition 22,1. Let \\*\\H be a continuous Hilbertiart norm on
a nuclear space L, and //, be an O-invariant measure on L*.
a) // fji is L-quasi-invariant, then
3
m(c): finite measure on the interval (0, oo);

(0,00)

(The Dirac term of (18) drops.)
b) // JJL is L-ergodic, then ^ = imc for some c>0.
c) If [i is O-ergodic, then IL = ILC for some c>0 or //, = S.
Proof, a) is evident, for 8(A) is not L-quasi-invariant.
To prove b), we shall show that m(c} = S(c—c0) in (21) for some
c 0 >0, where S(c) is the one-dimensional Dirac measure.
We shall prove the contraposition, namely that if we assume

then fL is not L-ergodic.
From the assumption, there exists c'>0 such that m((0, c'])>0
and m((c', oo))>0. Using this c\ we put;
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Evidently //<//-. Moreover ^'4=0, because ^'(L*) = *w((0, c']
Thus, in order to prove that //, is not L-ergodic, we should only
show [J,<£,IL'. For this purpose, we use the function f ( x ) which we
have defined in Prop. 20.1. As seen there, we have /^c(/"1(c)) = l
(for F c>0).
Now, put A=f~1((c/9 oo)), then
,. N
fl
uc(A) =
^ J lO

if
cXS,
if c^c' .

Hence,

p(A) = \ vc(A) dm(c) = m((cf, oo))>0 ,

while

A*'(^) = j
CO, c r )

This shows us that IL^IL' .
c) is proved in a similar way. (q. e. d.)
Corollary,, For O-invariant measures (except the Dirac measure),
L-ergodicity is equivalent with O-ergodicity.
As we have shown here, two fundamental questions about
ergodic decomposition of measures are solved for O-invariant measures (c. f. the beginning of §21).
However, for L-ergodic decomposition of L-quasi-mvariant
measures, we have no solution up to the present time.
Even for the rotation of L, if we consider 0-quasi-invariant
measures (instead of O-invariant measures), we do not know how
to solve these questions.
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